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Meeting:

Since 1958

June 2008

Program

June 21, 2008
Main Feature:

Location:
San Bernardino County
Museum, 7:00 p.m.
Redlands, CA. California St.
exit, I-10 Fwy.
Pre-meeting Dinner, 5:00 p.m.,
Hometown Buffet, Loma
Linda, CA
After the meeting telescopes
will be set up for viewing and
members will be available to
answer questions. Bring your
telescope to observe with us.

Whatʼs Up In The Summer Sky

Not this Saturday night, but the following, June 21st, come and enjoy a
presentation of what’s up in the summer sky, when the air is warm. We will
have the Grandview trip on June 27th in mind, featuring some of the spring sky
also, which is still visible in the early to mid-evening.
What are some of the most spectacular objects in the summer sky? What are
some of the most challenging objects? The summer sky has the richest array of
deepsky objects of any season, with warm weather to sweeten the experience.
This month we will look at a selection of summer deepsky objects that will test
your skills and delight your eye. Many of the deepsky gems only require a pair
of binoculars; several are even naked eye. Have you ever looked at a quasar,
possibly the most distant object that your aided eye can behold? We will show
you where to find that quasar and a lot more without too much trouble and a
little patience.
Hopefully you can find a way to afford the fuel and make the journey. We have
had consistently good skies the past five years or more at that site.

No telescope is too humble, and
beginners are always made
welcome!
After viewing the group will
head for Coco’s in Redlands,
Tennessee exit, I-10 Fwy.

Observe with us after the meeting!

SBVAA Officers

Calendar of Upcoming Events

President: Vacant
Vice President: John Deems

909-584-7568

June 14, Moon Party public outreach at the Museum,
setup at 8:00, viewing 8:30 - 10:00 p.m.

Treasurer:

909-864-0615

June 21, Club meeting at the Museum

Fidel Hernandez

Secretary - Educational Outreach: Chris Clarke
909-384-8539 Work
909-875-6694 Home

June 27 - 29, Grandview weekend

Star Party Coordinator: Tom Lawson 909-8828198

August 2, Star Party, location TBA

SBVAA Webmaster: Steve Miller 626-859-7776

August 9, Moon Party public outreach at the Museum

Newsletter Editor: Jim Sommer

August 16, Club’s annual BBQ

Vice President John Deems is trying to put together a trip
to Palomar in the near future. It would be limited to
about 10 to 15 people and “reservations” will be on a first
come, first served basis. Unfortunately, no small children
are permitted in the observatory. As of this date (June 9)
the exact date is yet to be determined but will be fairly
soon. If you are interested, contact John as soon as
possible for more information and to get on the list.

Upcoming Outreach Information

The Few, the Proud, the Shivering
By Martin L. Carey, Trustee
Sometimes we have to suffer an ordeal for our best
pleasures, and this year’s RTMC was a good example of
this. A cold front swept in and gave us some of the
coldest nights I can remember after 30 years of attending
RTMC. Friday afternoon it snowed. Every day it was
cloudy and cold. Even so, the sky became clear at 9:30
each night, and temperatures dropped like a stone. Most
people stayed in their RV’s, tents, or motels. Inside my
little RV, my water bottle froze. Outside under beautiful
skies, our telescopes, eyepieces, and anything exposed to
the air and sky got a shiny coating of ice each night. A
tiny group of us dared to bring out (small) telescopes
Friday night. Saturday and Sunday nights, some of the
big guns were uncovered, and many more folk came out
to enjoy the sparkly frozen sky.

July 19, Club meeting at the Museum

By Chris Clark
We’ll be setting up our scopes at the Museum on
Saturday, June 14 to share views of the waxing gibbous
moon and Saturn with the public. Detail along the lunar
limb is always gorgeous and Saturn’s rings are really
closing up, creating a narrow, knife-like appearance
across the disk of the planet. In fact, we’ll be losing
Saturn to the sun’s glare by mid-summer, so this will be
one of the last chances to catch a good view of it.
Since the moon will be low in the southern sky, we’ll set
up on the south end of the parking lot. This area affords
lots of room to set up, close by parking and plenty of
room for lots of visitors to wander about the “telescope
field.” We’ll be viewing from 8:30 to 10:00 pm. Setup
will be between 7:30 and 8:30 pm.
Following the event, many members will undoubtedly
head over to Coco’s for tasty delights and friendly
conversation. This will be our last outreach until early
August, so be sure to join us for the fun!

Editor’s Message

--Determine whether Life ever arose on Mars

By Jim Sommer
--Characterize the Climate of Mars
Today, May 26, as I began to prepare our monthly
newlettter, the news broke that the Mars Phoenix mission
made a successful landing yesterday at the Red Planet’s
north pole.
The following information was obtained from the JPL/
NASA website. Once again NASA has pulled our eyes
upwards from an Earth ravaged by war, hunger and disease
to look outward into the heavens and the endless
possibilities for mankind to be all that we can be and not
what we are. What an age we live in!
“Mars is a cold desert planet with no liquid water on its
surface. But in the Martian arctic, water ice lurks just below
ground level. Discoveries made by the Mars Odyssey
Orbiter in 2002 show large amounts of subsurface water ice
in the northern arctic plain. The Phoenix lander targets this
circumpolar region using a robotic arm to dig through the
protective top soil layer to the water ice below and
ultimately, to bring both soil and water ice to the lander
platform for sophisticated scientific

--Characterize the Geology of Mars
--Prepare for Human Exploration
The Phoenix Mission has two bold objectives to support
these goals, which are to (1) study the history of water in
the Martian arctic and (2) search for evidence of a
habitable zone and assess the biological potential of the
ice-soil boundary. “

Below is an artist’s rendering of the Phoenix craft’s
components.

Below is an artist’s conception of Phoenix in the
Martian winter twilight.

The complement of the Phoenix spacecraft and its scientific
instruments are ideally suited to uncover clues to the
geologic history and biological potential of the Martian
arctic. Phoenix will be the first mission to return data from
either polar region providing an important contribution to
the overall Mars science strategy "Follow the Water" and
will be instrumental in achieving the four science goals of
NASA's long-term Mars Exploration Program.

Get Ready For Grandview!
By Chris Clarke
Well folks, it’s time again for our major road trip to the
high country to savor the celestial splendors of Grandview!
Slated for Friday, June 27 thru Sunday June 29, this
is our big summer star party at one of the best locations in
the west. I speak from experience; this will be my 22nd trip
up there. The only cost is gas and whatever food you bring
along. There is no camping fee. Yes, it is far, but it is
worth it! At over 8600 feet, the skies are beautiful and
during this time of year, the temperatures can actually be
quite warm during the day and not too uncomfortable at
night. The members always enjoy each other’s company
and the feasting that usually occurs is not to be missed
either; this club always eats well!
There are lots of things to see during the day, and then later
on, the night sky is one of best you’ll ever see. Just sitting
out under the stars with a pair of binoculars is fun, and
peering through any telescope will reveal awesome sights.

Phoenix landing photo
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter's High Resolution
Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) camera
acquired this image of Phoenix hanging from its
parachute as it descended to the Martian surface.
Shown here is a 10 kilometer (6 mile) diameter crater
informally called "Heimdall," and an improved fullresolution image of the parachute and lander. Although
it appears that Phoenix is descending into the crater, it
is actually about 20 kilometers (about 12 miles) in front
of the crater.

The Phoenix Mission is is a joint effort by the
University of Arizona, Tucson, NASA's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, and Lockheed Martin Space Systems.

Star Party Planning
From Tom Lawson
There’s plenty of room to set up, too. Be sure to bring
plenty of water as this is a “dry campsite.” Lots of trees,
some barbecue pits and picnic tables adorn the area as well.
There are also clean, well maintained, “outhouses,” too. Be
sure to bring a warm coat, some tasty goodies and
something to sleep in. And in the rush to pack, don’t forget
your scope and the eyepieces! Even if you don’t have a
scope, you can still wander around and look through
everyone else’s; we don’t mind sharing the views—in fact,
we’re proud to do so!
Enjoying the summer sky from this site is a real treat, that’s
why we go there year after year. If you’ve already been,
then go ahead and get your gear ready for our annual visit.
If you haven’t been before, then really consider the
opportunity to have a great time at Grandview---hope to see
you there!

As of this time the following Star Party date are:
June 27-29
August 2
September 26-28
October 25
November 29
December 13
December 27

GrandView
Johnson Valley
GrandView
Cottonwood Campground
Johnson Valley
Roberto's Italian Restaurant
Holiday Get Together
Johnson Valley

As a side note, it is proposed that those wanting to save
some gas and willing to brave the poor road
conditions to consider Angelus Oaks as an alternate Star
Party site. This is a good option with level ground and
reasonably dark surroundings. However, once the first
heavy winter rains/snow arrives, you’ll need 4x4 drive.

Pain and Pleasure In Johnson Valley
By Cliff Saucier
The last Saturday in May the club gathered at our dark site in Johnson Valley. Gasoline over four dollars a gallon. Ow!
Probably thirty bucks for my little Toyota for the journey to Johnson Valley, and that would be easily sixty dollars for
Tom Lawson's van. Double ow! In spite of this, a good sized group showed up. The chance to observe under a warm
night sky is a big draw, and it was relatively mild all evening, winds being at the top edge of what we could work with.
Fidel and Chris Clark were there (and I only see them at Grandview!), Ray in a new vehicle, accompanied by his little
dog. Paul Littlecoyote and Terrance with some nice scopes, a large refractor and a new sixteen-inch LightBridge.
Those LightBridges are some very nice telescopes! Martin Carey showed up (of course), and as usual, Rudy with an
entourage of students in tow. It's the end of the semester, and some are scratching for a better grade, while others are
competing for top honors (and a nice telescope!). Four carloads of students and a couple of parents out to experience
the dark sky with us. All told, maybe twenty club members and guests.
It wasn't even dark yet, and Chris Clark pulled up Omega Centauri in his binoculars, and then the Schmidt-Cassegrain.
It was skimming the mountain ranges south of us. Very pretty, and when it got a little darker and was placed a touch
higher in the sky, it was just stunning. Chris said he could happily go back home, he had already seen plenty. Our
master of collimation, Martin Carey, helped get the new sixteen LightBridge up and running. Just great views, and it
handles so sweetly. Silky smooth action and nice and bright images. The refractor that Paul and Terrance brought was
on a Losmandy mount, and it seemed very sturdy, but the goto programming was off, and those kind of problems are
notoriously difficult to cure under a dark sky at a star party.
The breeze stayed with us all evening, and clouds on the western horizon were reflecting a lot of the light dome our
way. It just never really got as dark as it can be there, really hindering observing the various galaxies that were still
high in the sky. Then Sagittarius rose, and it was like visiting with relatives you hadn't seen in a long time. The Lagoon
Nebula, the Trifed, the Swan...it's going to be really nice seeing them at their best up at Grandview next month! The
skies got poorer, and they were never that good all night, with light clouds covering more of the sky, and we all packed
up about midnight and came back down the pass to sleep in our own beds.
Now back to that gas issue. It's so ironic that we amateur astronomers have access to some amazing telescopes, while
losing more of the dark night sky all the time. And now travel to far dark sky sites is being put financially out of reach.
Or at least very restrictive. When Martin came out to Death Valley a couple of months ago, he was in his van with
seven other astronomers, hauling a trailer with their scopes and camping gear. I was alone in my truck. Big difference
in what it cost each of us for the trip. Carpooling for our observing sessions may be just what we are forced into, as we
all need to be under a really dark sky to achieve our goal of seeing as much as we possibly can. Maybe the club could
get an old school bus. We could paint it with stars and comets. And grow our hair and wear headbands. Oops! I think
my sixties roots are showing.

Well... If visual observing is losing its luster, you can always build
one of these radio thingies shown at left. ;-)
The photo was taken by your newsletter editor last summer at the
Very Large Array in New Mexico. If you are traveling in the
Arizona/New Mexico area, you really should try to schedule some
time to see the VLA if you haven’t already. There is a small
museum with an excellent presentation on radio astronomy. There
is also a very nice gift shop. You can walk right up to the base of
the dish shown at left. It’s a very impressive experience to stand
under one of the enormous antennas.

